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Woman finds career at NASA Site allows

students
to upload
class notes

Speaker discusses careers
in mathematics and science
By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor
Sheila G. Bailey gets paid to play while
working at NASA.
“I get to play with expensive toys,” she
said.
The Women in Science and Mathematics
invited Bailey, a senior physicist from NASA,
to talk to students about careers in engineering, science and mathematics Tuesday night.
Bailey, who was inducted into the Ohio
Women’s Hall of Fame, has worked at the
Glenn Research Center for 23 years. The center is one of three original NASA centers.
Bailey said if someone were to ask her what
she does for a living, she would say her job is
to make solar cells better.
“For me, I get to look at structures and see
if they can be used for solar cell devices,” she
said.
Bailey holds a doctorate in solid-state physics from the University of Manchester in England, and was awarded the NASA exceptional Service Medal for her work in space photovoltaics.
According to nasa.gov, photovoltaics is the
direct conversion of light into electricity at the
atomic level.
Bailey said she likes to work for NASA.
“If you like meeting new people and going
to places, then there is an ideal job,” she said.
Bailey applied to a variety of places before
NASA.
“NASA was the lowest salary, but had the
most interesting job,” she said.
Bailey said she has advantages when working for the government.
“The government supports your continuing education,” she said.
Bailey added she also has flexible hours, a
benefit when having a family.
During the presentation, Bailey encouraged women to continue their careers in science and mathematics.
“Diversity of viewpoints seems to be valuable,” she said. “It’s hard to get a diversity of
viewpoints, if you don’t have a diversity in the
workplace.”

Knetwit opens doors for
sharing class ideas, content
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor

Alycia Rockey | THE Daily Eastern News

NASA Physicist Sheila Bailey speaks about careers for women in engineering, science
and mathematics in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on
Tuesday evening. Bailey addressed students and faculty members belonging to Women in
Science and Mathematics.

Bailey said the problem is women do not
want to go to graduate school.
“I know you’ve been in school a long time,”
she said. “I say it is easier to go and get it
(graduate degree) right after your undergrad.”

Bailey said financial problems should not
be the reason to give up on a career in science
or mathematics.

»

See NASA, Page 5

Angela Vietto, a professor in the English
department, would not want her students to
purchase or upload any notes onto a Web site
where files can be shared for a price.
“Right now, I don’t even use WebCT and I
would use WebCT first before I would upload
notes,” Vietto said. “I can’t see myself selling
notes to my class.”
A recent Web site named Knetwit, allows
students and professors to make an account on
their Web site to share notes, ideas and content from their classes by uploading them to
the site. Knetwit allows their users to upload
any content and earn “koins” every time it is
viewed or downloaded. The site then allows
users to redeem the “koins” for cash through
PayPal.
All students and professors are able to
download any content for free by using the
search engine offered. Some people are arguing
this may be cheating or not fair.
Kalan Hutsell, freshmen Spanish major,
would not use this site because she said she is a
student and goes to class on a regular basis.
“I probably would not use this site because
I go to class and take good notes and I think
everyone should go to class and take their own
notes,” Hutsell said.
She said by uploading your research and
work to the site is setting students up for possible plagiarizing.

»

See NOTES, Page 5

Nation | ECONOMY

Panel
MCCain, Obama clash over Crisis to discuss
Candidates debate the
bailout plan
causes, cures of economy
Nation | Presidential Debate

The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. – Barack Obama
and John McCain clashed repeatedly over the
causes and cures for the worst economic crisis
in 80 years Tuesday night in a debate in which
Republican McCain called for a sweeping $300
billion program to shield homeowners from
mortgage foreclosure.
“It’s my proposal. It’s not Sen. Obama’s proposal,” McCain said at the outset of a debate he
hoped could revive his fortunes in a presidential
race trending toward his rival.
In one pointed confrontation on foreign policy, Obama bluntly challenged McCain’s steadiness. “This is a guy who sang bomb, bomb,
bomb Iran, who called for the annihilation of
North Korea — that I don’t think is an example
of speaking softly.”
That came after McCain accused him of
foolishly threatening to invade Pakistan and
said, “I’m not going to telegraph my punches,

which is what Sen. Obama did.”
The debate was the second of three between
the two major party rivals, and the only one to
feature a format in which voters seated a few
feet away posed questions to the candidates.
They were polite, but the strain of the campaign showed. At one point, McCain referred
to Obama as “that one,” rather than speaking
his name.
“It’s good to be with you at a town hall meeting,” McCain also jabbed at his rival, who has
spurned the Republican’s calls for numerous
such joint appearances across the fall campaign.
They debated on a stage at Belmont University four weeks before Election Day in a race
that has lately favored Obama, both in national polls and in surveys in pivotal battleground
states.
Not surprisingly, many of the questions dealt
with an economy in trouble.
Obama said the current crisis was the “final
verdict on the failed economic policies of the
last eight years” that President Bush pursued
and were “supported by Sen. McCain.”
He contended that Bush, McCain and others had favored deregulation of the financial

industry, predicting that would “let markets run
wild and prosperity would rain down on all of
us. It didn’t happen.”
McCain’s pledge to have the government
help individual homeowners avoid foreclosure
went considerably beyond the $700 billion bailout that recently cleared Congress.
While he said bailout money should be used
to help homeowners, the bailout legislation
merely gave the Treasury Department authority to purchase mortgages directly.
“I would order the secretary of the Treasury to immediately buy up the bad home loan
mortgages in America and renegotiate at the
new value of those homes at the diminished
value of those homes and let people be able to
make those payments and stay in their homes,”
he said.
“Is it expensive? Yes. But we all know, my
friends, until we stabilize home values in America, we’re never going to start turning around
and creating jobs and fixing our economy, and
we’ve got to get some trust and confidence back
to America.”

»

See DEBATE, Page 5

By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor
Linda Ghent said the $700 billion bailout
plan would affect the present and future.
“This will affect the way we buy houses, in
buying a car, all by what our government is
doing today,” said Ghent, the chair of the economics department.
The economics and political science departments will sponsor a panel discussion on the
$700 billion bailout plan at 5 p.m. today in
Lumpkin Auditorium.
Last Friday, President Bush approved a $700
billion economic bailout package, which allows
the government to be in control over credit
and lender companies that are struggling.
“The purpose of the panel is to talk about
the various points of view regarding this bailout,” Ghent said.

»

See Panel, Page 5
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The rain showers will continue into the morning.
The rest of the day wi II be mostly cloudy with a
daytime temperature in the mid to low 60s. Tonight,
skies will clear up with temperature in the high 40s.
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ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

Duchovny checks out of sex addiction rehab
NEW YORK - An attorney for
David Duchovny says the actor has
checked out of a rehabilitation facility for treatment of sex addiction.
Duchovny, who plays a sex-obsessed character on Showtime's "Californication," voluntarily entered the
facility in late August.
Says lawyer Stanton Stein: "David
has successfully completed his rehabilitation, he is out of rehab and will
be starting a movie soon."
Duchovny starred as the conspiracy-minded Fox Mulder on "The XFiles" TV series and in two films.
The 48-year-old actor and his
wife, actress Tea Leoni, have two
children. The couple married in

1997.
Esquire names Berry
'sexiest woman alive'
LOS ANGELES - Alongside a
photo spread that shows her in litde more than a T-shirt, Halle Berry
talks about being the sexiest woman
alive, a tide Esquire magazine gives
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her in its November issue.
"I don't know exactly what it
means, but being 42 and having just
had a baby, I think I'll take it," says
Berry, who gave birth to her daughter, Nahla, in March.
"Sexiness is a state of mind - a
comfortable state of being," she says.
"It's about loving yourself in your
most unlovable moments."
But Berry, who won an Oscar for
her role in "Monster's Ball," can't
claim the sexiest-woman honor all to
hersel£
"I share this tide with every
woman, because every woman is a
nominee for it at any moment," she
says.

Nick Nolte escapes
burning home in Malibu
MALIBU, Cali£ - Nick Nolte
has escaped a fire that burned a Malibu home to the ground.
The Los Angeles County Sheriffs
Department says the actor slightly
cut his hand when he broke a window and fled the home shortly after
11:30 a.m. Tuesday.

The Sheriffs Department says an
electrical malfunction caused the
fire, which caused an estimated $3.5
million in damage and left the home
a total loss.
A call and e-mail to Nolte's publicist Arnold Robinson were not immediately returned.

It's a girl f or 'Idol' singer
Paris Bennett
MINNEAPOLIS
Former
Idol" contestant Paris
Bennert has given birth to a daughter named Egypt.
Bennert was in labor for five
hours before her 5-pound, 15-ounce
baby was born Monday.
The first-time mother is reportedly doing well.
In a news release, the 20-year-old
says she's "so excited to finally see my
little angel." Bennert adds, "Man,
does she have lungs on her.
I guess she's gearing up to be the
next American Idol."
Bennert is scheduled to release her
first Christmas CD, "A Royal Christmas," on October 14th.
'~erican
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Cyndi Sofianos rehearses a Greek dance step at St. George Orthodox Church in
Hollywood, Fla.
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WHAT THE ... I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

FBI: Chicago Playboy Bandit stole cash, not hea rts
-~

The Associated Press
CHICAGO - The beefy looking gunman doesn't
look like the trim, ascot-wearing Hugh Hefner.
But the FBI dubbed him "The Playboy Bandit" after he robbed a suburban Chicago bank while wearing a cap with the distinctive bunny logo.
The bank robber is the latest in a rogues gallery of
criminals with catchy nicknames.

Agents hope their creative names attract artention
to the yet unsolved cases.
Other of the FBI's inventive monikers include
"The Groucho Bandit" for a bank robber who wear
a fake bushy black mustache, and "The Second Hand
Bandit" for one that wore old clothes.
The "Playboy Bandit" remains on the loose after
taking an undisclosed amount of cash from a Charter
One Bank in Alsip last month.

"'" ""''m~fi ''l"'~'"'
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New technology bends FCC rules
First Amendment attorney
discusses indecency in media
By KRISTIN MENAS
Staff Reporter
Millions watched the halftime show of the
2004 Super Bowl, which quickly became one of
the most remembered of our time. Janet Jackson
and Justin Timberlake performed for the show,
broadcasted on C BS, in which a revealing "wardrobe malfunction" stirred up controversy.
First Amendment attorney Robett CornRevere found himself in the forefront of the legal
battle between C BS and the Federal Communications Commission over whether the breast-baring reveal was indecent. Corn-Revere won the
case for C BS, and the $550,000 indecency fine
was dropped.
About 60 gathered to hear Corn-Revere speak
Tuesday night. The topic of the lecture was "The
First Amendment, the FCC and Broadcast Industry." Corn-Revere focused his attention on major
cases in which First Amendment rights were
being questioned.
"Bringing up broadcast indecency, that was
of course just to get you in here," Corn-Revere
joked.
The idea of indecency, however, was a frequent
topic throughout the lecture.
In1957 , the Supreme Coutt in the case Roth
v. United States ruled, "obscene speech is not protected by the First Amendment."
"It wasn't until 1973 that the government
developed a more workable approach to censoring speech," Corn-Revere said.
In 1973, the Supreme Coutt in the case MiUer
v. California developed a systematic way of check-

ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Eastern alu mni and First Amendment attorney
Robert Corn-Revere speaks about how the Federal Com munications Commission deals with
the First Amendment, indecency, obscenity and
other media issues on Tuesday night.

ing speech and determining whether it was indecent or not.
The justices in the case defined indecent as,
"language that in context depicts or describes
sexual or excretory activities or organs in terms
patently offensive as measured by contemporary
community standards for the broadcast mediurn. "

With new and developing forms of technology
such as cable television and the Internet, the rules
are beginning to bend, Corn-Revere said.
He said different media each have specific
restrictions when it comes to speech.
"I often was curious as to why different forms
of technology are protected differently under the
First Amendment," Corn-Revere said.
Radio, television and film each have their own
set of regulations, which have been developed
by the government. Corn-Revere listed the four
main categories of unprotected speech, which
include defamation, incitement, fighting words
or threats and obscenity.
Ian Revere, son of Corn-Revere, said he
believes in strong First Amendment rights.
"We need to protect our rights and uphold the
Constitution," Revere said. "Journalists need to
base their profession on protecting those rights."
As a theater major at Bard College at Simon's
Rock in Great Barrington, Mass., Ian Revere finds
that First Amendment rights have a strong influence on his profession.
"Theater was censored especially during the
Qoseph) McCarthy era," Revere said. "There was
this worry of being singled out."
Journalism department chair James Tidwell
said he wanted the lecture to be a resource for
students that they would not otherwise have.
Tidwell added an important part of college is
to take advantage of the opportunities provided.
"This is just an opportunity to hear an expert
who has actually been involved in the legal
trenches and has helped make important law,"
Tidwell said. "You get a real in-the-trenches-look
at how a legal case proceeds and how it works."
Kristin Menas can be reached at 581 -7942 or at
kmmenas@eiu.edu.

Dining halls free from clutches of trans fats
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor
Jody Horn has researched many
colleges and restaurants and has found
a way Eastern can use different oils in
their dining halls to be healthier.
"I think people like to see us do
more and more of these kinds of
things," said Horn, director of dining.
This semester, Eastern has turned
away from trans fats in all dining
halls.
Horn said she decided to make
sure all dining halls were free of trans
fats by Fall 2008. She got the idea in

the summer after researching how to
cut costs for the university, she added.
Mark Hudson, director of housing
and dining services, said he believes
cutting trans fats will benefit both students and faculty.
'1 think it's the healthier alternative
by not having the trans fats in there,"
Hudson said.
They decided on this because they
are paying attention to what can help
students stay healthy, he added.
'Jody has made sure all menus
have balance in them," H udson said.
"People make choices, but you have
healthy options in our offerings."
Horn decided this was needed once
it became pervasive in restaurants and
other universities, she said.
Eastern made a special request to
U.S. Foods Service ftom St. Louis, the
university's vendor, to cut trans fats.

The university is using new cooking
oil, called Mazola ZT, which reduces
saturated fats and is preservative free.
The oil is made with a blend of corn
and sunflower oils for a serving of zero
grams of fats.
Sarah Allen, Eastern's nutrition
education coordinator, said trans fat
goes back to chemistry. She said the
technology was created in the late
1800s but was not used in food until
the early 1900s in Germany.
"Proctor & Gamble was the first
company to patent the technology for
use in food in the United States, putting Crisco on the market in 1911,"
Allen said.
Crisco was originally made mostly
of hydrogenated cottonseed oil.
H udson and Allen said they both
believe this is an invisible benefit to
those who use the dining facilities.

"A decrease in trans fat is not something students will see benefits in right
away," Allen said. "lhe benefits will
be years down the road, since their
risk of cardiovascular diseases, cancer, Alzheimer's and diabetes is what's
being reduced."
Eastern is not the only school
doing this. Other schools in Illinois,
such as University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, are using the same
provider.
"The great thing about it, this oil is
more stable, so not only is it healthier,
but it lasts longer so we can use it for
a longer time in the fryers," Horn said.
"And we are using their dollars wiser and being more cost effective with
their money."
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 5817942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I ADMINISTRATI ON

Judicial Affairs Office receives makeover in name only
Improving community,
student relationships
sought out
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter
Beginning this semester, the Judicial Affairs Office changed its name
to the Office of Student Standards.
But the name change does not
mean a sudden change in the office's
duties, said Heather Webb, director
of the Office ofStudent Standards.
"I would not say that our functions changed when we changed
our name," Webb said. '1 would say
that the functions of our office have
evolved over time, and the name
change helps better communicate the

Giant dinosaurs
in Doudna Thursday
Enormous prehistoric puppets
will populate t he Doudna Fine
Arts Center when t he Hudson
Vagabond Puppets present
"Mammoth Follies; at 7 p.m.
Thursday at The Theatre. The
Hudson Vagabond Puppets is a
New York troupe t hat performs
children's t heater for all ages.
"Mammoth Follies" explores
t he wonders of evolution in an
old-fashio ned revue of original
songs, witty jokes and earthsmashing dances performed by
g iant d inosaur puppets. Some of
t he puppets incl ude Bessie the
27-foot-long Apatosaurus, Smiley
t he Saber-Toothed Tiger, and the
11-foot-tall T. Rex.
The performance is recommended for ages 5 to 10.
Tickets are $5. The Doudna Fine
Arts Center box office is open
from 2 to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday and o ne hour prior to the
performance. Reservations can
also be made by calling 581-3110
or by e-mail at doudnatix@eiu.
edu.

Doomsday in the form
of asteroids
Members of the Astronomy Club
will present t he consequences of
a major asteroid impact on Earth
as well as how astronomers are
working to detect "killer asteroids"
at 8 p.m. today in Room 2153 of
t he Physical Science Build ing.

Botany Club meets
in Life Sciences Building

CAMPUS I DINING

Healthier alternatives
in Mazola oil beneficial
to students, faculty

CAMPUS BRIEFS

current functions of our office."
Those new functions include
improving the relationship between
students and Charleston residents.
"We also address some behaviors
that are detrimental to the Charleston community," Webb said. "We
hope to help all our students grow
in the area of personal responsibility
and to become good citizens."
Eastern staff members are also
increasingly using the Student Standards Office, Webb said.
"We are frequently called upon for
consultation with faculty and staff,
whether it be interpretation of the
Student Code of Conduct or advising a faculty member how to address
inappropriate behavior in the classroom," she said.
Given these new functions, the

name "Judicial .A.ffuirs" is obsolete,
said Dan Nadler, vice president for
student affairs.
"The term 'Judicial' is dated, inaccurate and misleading," Nadler said.
Webb said the old tide is misleading.
"Some students came to our office
believing that it would be full of
attorneys using legal jargon, which
is not the case," Webb said. "Others
believed that our office was like the
'principal's office,' and the only reason why a person would come to our
office is if they were in trouble. That
is also not the case."
Webb said by carefully planning
the name change, costs for new office
supplies were kept low.
"The costs associated with the
name change were very minimal,"

Webb said. "Because of the planning tirneline, we were able to use
almost all existing stationery, business cards and forms with 'Judicial
Affairs' before purchasing new items
this summer."
The Student Standards Office also
added a new sign outside its office in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, she said.
"We did change the lettering on
our office, but this has been done
in conjunction with a larger signage
project in the MLK Jr. Union, so our
office signage would have changed
regardless of the name change,"
Webb said. "Therefore it was already
budgeted as part of that project."
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 5817942 or atjmastrouski@eiu.edu.

The Botany Club meets at 7 p.m.
today in Room 2040 in the Life
Sciences Building. Eastern professors Gordon Tucker and Zhiwei
Liu are the speakers. The topic of
t he meeting is studying abroad
in China.
- Compiled by Associate News
Editor Matt Hopf

BLOTTER
Amy Arhart, 22, of Bartlett, was
charged wit h driving under t he
influence of alcoho l and blood
alcohol content more t han .08
after a 1:32 a.m. Saturday arrest at
Fourth Street and Grant Avenue,
said t he University Police Department.
A purse was reported stolen on
Sunday from Carman Hall, police
said.
Painted graffiti was reported on
t he outside of lumpkin Hall on
Monday, police said.

CORRECTIONS
In Tuesday's edit ion of The Daily
Eastern News, Micah Rucker's
name was misspelled in a photo
caption.
David Maurer's posit ion at
Eastern was misidentified. Mau rer
was a history professor.
Eric Wilber's last name was
misspelled in an editorial.
The DEN regrets t he errors.
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report a ny errors, local events
or general suggestio ns for future
edit ions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone I 581 -7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office vi sit 11811 Buzzard Hall
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letter to the editor
OBAMA'S NOT A TERRORIST
In the latest attempt by the McCain
campaign to use smear tactics in order
to distract voters from the crucial
issues facing the country, Sarah Palin
has accused Barack Obama of"palling
around" with terrorists - referring to his
acquaintance with Bill Ayers, an education professor at the University oflllinois at Chicago and former member of
the militant anti-war group the Weather
Underground.
The charge is pathetic, considering
the main highlight of Obarna's tenuous
association with Ayers was serving on
the same education charity board during the late 1990's. Scott Shane provides an in-depth examination of their
relationship in the N ew York Times
article "Obama and '60s Bomber: A
Look Into Crossed Paths."
Regardless of this non-issue, I want
to strongly encourage Eastern students and faculty to check out the
documentary, "The Weather Underground," which is available at Booth
Library. It is a fascinating account of
the group which during the Vietnam
era branched off from the larger college
anti-war movement and embraced violence against U.S. government institutions in an attempt to "bring the war
home", that is, use terrorism to wake up
the public and show them that violence
and war is indeed horrifYing when you
have to experience it personally.
Perhaps the most striking thing
about the documentary is just how
many parallels there are to the United States of today, with its new strange,
unpopular war and deeply divided citizenry.

Robert Figora
Political Science r11ajor

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of The DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words.
Letters to the editor can be brought
in with identification to The DEN
at 1811 Buzzard H all. Letters may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Drop the ACT
The ACT and SAT are two tests that tend to
put intense pressure on high school students who
have intentions to enroll in college. H owever, the
tests should not be mandatory parts of Eastern's
admissions requirements even though President
Bill Perry said students' backgrounds and high
school courses are equally important.
Eastern is a more admissions-friendly university by having a wide array of variables being considered when applications are being reviewed, but
the SAT and ACT are still as detrimental to education as they are helpful in weeding out incapable students. By eliminating the testing requirements and making them optional, Eastern would
be sup potting several beneficial education reform
movements.
According to ACTorg, Ulinois, Colorado and
Michigan are the only three states to require all
high schools to administer the ACT to its students. H owever, Eastern's Director of Admissions Brenda Major told the Faculty Senate on
Aug. 21, 2007, that lUinois is the second highest
exporter of college-prepared high school graduates in the nation; California is first.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, 80.3 percent of 2004 freshman high school
students in lUinois graduated in 2008. That figure is above the national average of75 percent.
So iflUinois has capable students and above
par high school programs, then why are so many
students walking away from in-state tuition and
enrolling in college elsewhere in the country?
Eastern could attract more students from IUinois by making ACT and SAT scores optional on
admission forms and making a commitment to
admitting the persons who are applying and not
just the numbers on their application.
After all, increasing the value of the optional
personal essay on the admission form could make
students value their community-oriented extra
curricular activities even more and want to display them above their testing scores. That then
gets students to display their use of the provided
high school education, and the university could
decide if that individual would do the same with
the offered college education.
Attracting more students to Eastern could
lead to higher enrollment numbers and potentially more state funding to support the increased
student populous and growing campus. And by
keeping future college students in-state, the governor and the General Assembly may start to
realize how important their responsibility for
higher education funding is.
With more in-state students who have parents that pay taxes for their children's education,
a stronger push for funding could begin. That
could, in turn, make Ulinois schools more competitive with universities that are out of state. All
this probably won't happen just because Eastern
drops its ACT and SAT admission requirement,
but that decision could influence other state
schools' decisions to do the same.
Perry always says he wants Eastern to lead the
way in higher education, and he could help get
the ball rolling toward providing Ulinois residents
with options better than going out of state.

OUR VIEW
• Situation: The National Association of College Admission Counseling encouraged colleges to stop requiring ACT or SAT scores.
• Stance: Eastern should remove its requirement and start an initiative that could help
Eastern, the state of Illinois and future students.

Eastern requires a minimum ACT score of 18
if a student has a grade point average of 3.0 on a
4.0 scale or is in the top quarter of their class.
And while more than 770 colleges now do
not require ACT or SAT scores, ACTorg reports
that the steady increase in ACT scores have halted and the national average composite score for
2008 is 21.1.
The national average only fell 0.1 for the 1.4
million students who took it, but ACTorg claims
that random brief periods of non-improvement
tend to occur from time to time.
Another explanation is that the ACT performances coupled with the required testing for the
N o Child Left Behind Act have started to impact
high school curriculums in the sense that teachers now teach and re-teach facts instead of life lessons. Let's not forget that dozens of documented
forms of test anxiety could make the best student
score poorly on a three hour test.
At the annual meeting of the N ational Association of College Admission Counseling in September that Perry attended, a panel encouraged
college administrations to consider dropping the
ACT and SAT requirement for admissions.
The panel reported that during the last decade,
more colleges are reporting test scores as higher admissions importance, while that of grades in
college preparatory courses has fallen slightly.
H igh school curriculum may be jeopardized
since colleges are gradually moving toward judging applicants based on test scores and the federal government is threatening to cut funds if high
schools do not meet testing scores that are often
unrealistic. Of course high schools want to promote the number of graduates who advance to
college, as well as take every measure possible to
keep their federal funding.
Therefore, teaching facts helps both causes and
helps high school faculty and administrators keep
their jobs, not build character and healthy life
styles in the student.
If Eastern were to no longer require ACT and
SAT scores on admission applications, it would
be leading a progressive cause to take pressure off
high school faculty. By encouraging high school
faculty to get back to the basics, better character building and effective learning habits can be
taught to future college students.
After all, Perry said standardized testing
doesn't necessarily tell Eastern the whole story.
"lhe ACT score for instance doesn't tell you
how much initiative a person has, how motivated they are to get a college degree, (and) doesn't
tell you how hard they work - there are a lot of
things the score doesn't tell you," Perry said.
Lets be the first in our class to be even more
admissions friendly to students who may not be
good test takers.

I'll admit, I am getting pretty excited about the upcoming Fall 2008 graduation ceremony. While finding a job in my
career field (to pay for graduate school) is
mildly stressful, I am still thrilled at the
prospect of finally obtaining my Bachelor's degree and entering the workforce.
What will make everything real to me
is participating in graduation. But from
what I hear from former graduates and
those graduating this year, many did not
or do not plan on taking part in the festivities, and I find that to be quite a shock
that they care so little about what graduation means.
As graduation ceremonies go, most
people appear to remember high school.
In general it seems to consist of a formal,
if not stiff, procession, dull administrative
lectures and student speeches, the tedious
wait for names to be called to walk upon
stage and receive a fake certificate and the
swift departure into the frenzy of ecstatic families waiting to take hundreds of
posed photos. Maybe this is why so many
graduating seniors do not want to take
part in the college graduation ceremony. Plus, it's not forced. So why do it? I've
compiled a short list of just why.
Top Five Reasons Why You Should
Participate in the Graduation Ceremony
5) D ate night: It could finally be the
time you muster up enough courage to
ask someone out on a date; well, kind of
a date. "So, Ashley, you gonna be at graduation? Cool, me too. So, urn, I guess
I'll see you there, and maybe we can do
something later. Oh, you're moving? Well,
maybe some other time then."
4) Play dress-up: Aside from the constant stream of interviews you should be
going on, you might not have had much
of a chance to wear formal attire. This is
the chance to go glam as you go out with
a bang. And it's always nice to reinforce
your ego by showing your former classmates just how sexy you can look.
3) The cap and gown: What can be
more stylish or flattering than basic black?
But let's not forget the tassel - that alone
will give you endless entertainment as you
wait for your name to be called.
2) Your family: They will cheer, they
will cry, they will forever immortalize you
on the family photo wall at home, smiling
a big cheesy one for the camera while displaying your hard-earned diploma. Plus,
they're probably going to take you to a
fancy restaurant after the ceremony, so
why not suffer a little bit so you can stuff
your face later, free of charge.
1) Personal satisfaction: H ooray, it's
over! (Unless you go to grad school, that
is.) You made it through all the exams,
papers, class discussions, smelly roommates and the repeated pulled fired
alarms at Carman H all only to come out
a better, more educated person. Or so you
and everyone else would hope.
So no longer do I want to hear, 'Tm
not going to walk in graduation." Feel
proud about what you have accomplished, be happy for your family and
cherish the time you have had here. Go.
You never know, you may enjoy it.

Rachel Eversole is a senior English major.
She can be reached at 581-7942 or at
DENopinions@gmailcom.
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STUDENT SENATE I M EETING

Student Senate lobbies to extend library hours
Extension would
happen next year
if approved

Speaker Isaac Sandidge.
1he senate will discuss the proposal at its meeting at 7 p.m. today
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Sandidge said if approved, the
extension in library hours would not
happen this year because the budget
for the year has already been drawn
up, but added the extension would
probably be put into effect around
the beginning of next year.
"We would need more staff and
utilities for the extra hours as well,"
Sandidge said.
If the proposal were approved,
the academic affairs committee

By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor

Student Senate will look at a proposal to grant the academic affairs
committee to look at the possibility
of extending Booth Library's hours.
"Senate has the right to go and
seek this out through the academic
affairs committee, and this proposal will let the academic affairs committee actively seek out and extend
library hours," said Student Senate

>> Notes

Anderson said by uploading your
paper, you may be crossing the line
and by uploading notes, some students are actually uploading notes
from PowerPoints their professors
provide.
"Getting paid for it has a lot to
do with it," Anderson said.
English professor Robert Zordani agrees with Anderson and said he
does not mind where students get
their information.
'1 don't care where students get
their information as long as they get
it," Zordani said. "I also think it's
stupid for students to not go to class
and get notes."
Zordani does not mind his students using this site; however, he
does caution his students of human
errors on specific topics from notes
uploaded to the site.
The site states they do not condone plagiarism or cheating and to
refer to the school handbook for
questions about the policies on sharing notes.
English professor LeAnn Athey
would not encourage this kind of
service.
'Tm old fashion and I expect my
students to take notes and interact
with me the day of the lecture," she
said.

FROM PAGE 1

"This is like paying someone to
go to class for you and that is not
fair," Hutsell said.
The Web site uses 2.0 features
and allows users to make personal
profiles.
The creators, Benjamin Wald
and Tyler Jenks both dropped out of
Babson College to create the site.
According to Inside Higher Ed,
the service now backs at least $5
million in capital and other funds.
Vietto said there was a service
similar to Knetwit at Penn State
when she was enrolled there.
She believes it was available at
her university because it was a larger school.
"There's a difference between
smaller and larger classes, some may
want to sell notes," Vietto said. "I
wouldn't at all do that and that's why
I am at Eastern because we develop
that relationship with students."
Alyssa Anderson, sophomore
psychology major, said she would
use this site because it interests her.
"I would sell my notes because
if you miss class sometimes you
may not know anyone in the class
and need the notes," Anderson said.
"But uploading papers, that's questionable."

Brittni Garcia can be reached at 581 7942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu.

>> Debate

are clamoring for change.
McCain accused Obama of being
the Senate's second-highest recipient of donations from individuals at
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, the
two now-disgraced mortgage industry giants.
"1here were some of us who stood
up against it," McCain said of the
lead-up to the financial crisis.

FROM PAGE 1

McCain also said it was important to reform the giant benefit programs such as Medicare, Medicaid
and Social Security. The two men also
competed to demonstrate their qualifications as reformers at a time voters

would need to plan for how to go
about extending the hours.
The senate will also discuss a proposal to change the requirement for
senate members' office hours from
two to four hours a week.
"We thought four hours would
be better," Sandidge said.
He added the extension would
give senate members more time to
review proposals.
The senate will also discuss a
proposal to have off-campus senate
members go to residence hall meetings. Currently, only on-campus
senate members attend those meetings.
'1 don't know why this pro-

>> NASA
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MEETING
·What: Student Senate meeting
• When : 7 p.m. today
· Where: The Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union

come in and talk about issues," Sandidge said. "There will be a meetand-greet before the meeting, and
the event will be catered by Panther Catering, so there will be lots
of food."
Heather Holm can be reached at 5817942 or haholm@eiu.edu.

"You do have to work at it, they are not just going
to come to you:'

FROM PAGE 1

"You're poor, so you're use to
being poor," she said. "Go to grad
school."
Bailey said if one decides to work
for the government, then money
should not be an issue.
"Some jobs will repay your student loans for the enticement for
you to work with them," she said.
People in the field like to have a
little bit of challenge and variety in
work, she said.
"People want to have opportunities to learn," Bailey said. "Also having ideas accepted and put to use."
Hillary Hancock, an eastern
alumna, who attended the event,

>> Panel
FROM PAGE 1

The panel will consist of economy
professors Noel Brodsky and James
Bruehler, and political science professors David Carwell and Andrew
McNitt. Ghent said the bailout plan
is an important issue for students.
"This will affect their ability to
purchase a home someday or to save
for retirement," she said. '1t is likely
that this tax burden will be passed to
the next generation."
Ghent said any decision the government makes about taxpayer money has to be paid back at some point
in time.
"Somebody has to pay for this
bailout," she said. "And the question
is who should and how should it be
done.
Ghent said there are other questions to be taken into consideration.
"Should the bailout have even

217 ·345·

posal is so late because, if we have
on-campus and off-campus (senate members) go to these meetings,
then we will double our pool there,"
Sandidge said.
He added it was up to the offcampus senate member's discretion
to decide what residence hall meeting he or she wanted to attend.
Sandidge said going to a residence hall meeting would count as
two office hours, so that would give
the senate members incentive to go.
There will also be a meeting for
all students on Oct. 29 in the Grand
Ballroom of the union.
"1here will be extra seating and
a podium where all students can

-Sheila G. Bailey, senior physicist from NASA
said students could attain what they
want in their careers.
"Stick with it because you will
gain a lot," she said.
Hancock said women are underrepresented when it comes to math
and science.
"We have to know that our roles
are changing," she said. "We can
have a fruitful career and family."
Bailey knows science and math
does not come easy for some students.

occurred and what is the best way
out to fix the financial sector," she
said.
Bruehler said he has mixed feelings when it comes to the bailout
plan the government has implemented.
"It is certainly an enormous
importance to protect this nation's
financial system to the extent that
the bailout will do what is good," he
said. "H owever, there isn't the time
to evaluate every aspect."
Ghent said the money for the
bailout plan can be borrowed today,
but eventually has to be paid back.
"There is no free lunch," she said.
Ghent said she is glad to be the
moderator for the panel.
"I am glad that I am moderating
this event because I have not made
up my mind how I feel about the
bailout," she said.
Ghent said there are short run
worries to keep into consideration.
"I worry about not doing any-

001

"It's like learning a foreign language," she said. "We do not make
it an easy thing for students to do."
Bailey said students who want to
continue in the field of mathematics and science have to apply themselves.
"You do have to work at it, they
are not just going to come to you,"
she said. "Think ahead."
Jessica Leggin can be reached at 581 7942 or atjmleggin@eiu.edu.

thing regarding the short run difficulties in the financial market," she
said. "What will happen if the financial markets keep struggling?"
Ghent added there are long mn
effects a bailout will have.
"Bailout encourages firms and
organizations to take risks in the
belief that they will not have to pay
the consequences if things turn out
poorly," she said.
Ghent said this plan could allow
more organizations to take more
risks because they think they will be
able to get bailed out.
Bruehler said he hopes students
show more interest in this situation.
"We as professors in general want
students to be aware of the world
around them," he said. "1his larger event happening is a tremendous
importance and may affect students
for years."
Jessica Leggin can be reached at 5817942 or atjmleggin@eiu.edu.
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CAMPUS I HEALTH

Protect yourself: HERC to discuss safe sex
Students to be 'quizzed' on
their sexual knowledge
By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activ ities Editor

Catherine Spannagel said for people who
think they know everything when it comes to
sex, she will be the one to put them to the test.
"I would ask them to put a condom on one
of our mannequins using the 18 steps," said
Spannagel, the sexual health education coordinator at the Human Education Resource Center.
HERC will host the "Six Pack Series, Part 5:
Sex in the College" at 7 p.m. today in Lumpkin Auditorium.
Spannagel said the lecture would discuss the
influence of alcohol on sex.
During the lecture, students will be able to
anonymously give their responses to questions
by using turning point, she said.

Spannagel added the presentation would
give information on condom use.
"We will also talk about the 18 steps for
correct and consistent condom use," she said.
Spannagel said it is important for students
to be informed about the affects of alcohol as
it relates to having sex.
"Many people do not realize alcohol's
impact on sex and engage in sex while under
the influence," Spannagel said.
Christina Ozier, Greek Life health education coordinator, said some students might not
have had the opportunity to learn everything
when it comes to sex.
"Sex education is an area students should
be aware of," she said. "Catherine's programs
are very educational and smdents will have a
good time."
Ozier said when it comes to sex, planning
for it is something that is not always taken into
account.
"H aving protection available such as condoms, dental dams, etc., is an important step

when deciding to engage in sexual activity,"
Spannagel said. " I believe that this issue can
arise at any age not just for college students."
Spannagel said students do not realize what
can be offered to them when it comes to having safer sex.
"Many people do not know about some of
the goodies offered in our safer sex packets, like
dental dams and female condoms," she said.
"Many people also do not know that a person
can get every (sexually transmitted infection)
from oral sex."
Ozier said students should try to gain
knowledge when it comes to sex education.
"Knowledge about STis and protective factors can help students make a more informed
decision," Spannagel said. "Health education
is always evolving with new contraceptives on
the market and new found information on
STis,"
Ozier said all students, despite what knowledge they already have, should come to the
presentation.

LET'S TALK ABOUT SEX
• What: Six Pack Series, Part 5 "Sex in the
College•
• When: 7 p.m. today
• Where: Lumpkin Auditorium
• For More Info: Contact the HERC at 5817786 or in-person on the 3rd floor of the
Student Services Building. Room 5019

"Coming to this presentation, students
who think they know it all will learn about
new protective factors and reinforce what they
already know," she said.
Ozier added if students want to know more
about sex education after the lecture, they
could contact the HERC office.
"You can also come visit us in our office
in the Student Service Building on the third
floor," Spannagel said.
Jessica Leggin can be reached at 581-7942 or at
jmleggin@eiu.edu.
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CITY I M EETING

Concerns rise over Lakeview Park bike path
Residents claim bikes
not allowed in state
protected area
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor
Two
Charleston
residents
addressed the city council meeting
Tuesday to voice their concerns for
the development of bicycle paths
through state protected areas of
Lakeview Park, located on McKinley Avenue, in the Woodyard Conservation Area.
Becky Walden and Larry Thorsen both frequently walk the wooded paths in protected areas that prohibit any vehicles from using those
paths.
Walden said she noticed men
clearing trees that had fallen and
creating new paths through the forestry several weeks ago.
"They said they were volunteers
from Bike-n -Hike and they were
there to create and clear new bike
paths," Walden said. "But, they were
in protected areas and it disturbed
me to think about the endangered

species they were disturbing."
Walden and Thorsen had not
realized the extent of the development until the Charleston TimesCourier published an article Monday that discussed plans to develop
bike trails through the park.
In the article, Brian Jones, the
city parks and recreation director,
said he was surprised by how willing
the volunteers have been to take on
the trail building project.
Jones also said in the article he
felt the plans to develop Lakeview
Park with Bike-n -Hike would be a
great partnership.
Walden said that from the article,
there seemed to be city cooperation
with the Bike-n-Hike volunteers.
However, when Walden spoke to
the council, many of the members
expressed confusion.
There was no realization of the
city's involvement with the development of the trails.
"When Becky first presented this
to me, addressing some signs in the
park she found, I had no knowledge of this new development," said
Council Member Lorelei Sims. "It
wasn't until I saw the article in the

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Charleston resident Becky Walden addresses concerns she has about
Lakeview Park and the development of bike paths in state-protected
areas at the City Council meeting Tuesday evening.

Times-Courier that I knew anything
real was happening."
Both Sims and Mayor John
lnyart expressed the same concern
over the protected species in the
area, however, they also said they
believed both bicyclists and hikers

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

could coexist.
"We will look deeper into this
and hopefully find a happy medium, because it is a terrific place for
both parties," lnyart said.
Thorsen informed Sims of the
misconception the council has about

the area, showing a mapped out area
of the park's state protected regions.
"Vehicles are not allowed in these
areas and bikes are designated as
vehicles by the state," he said. "Bikes
erode the hills, destroy sensitive
plant life and disturb bird watchers
and walkers throughout the park."
Woodyard Memorial Conservation Area houses six different endangered flora and fauna protected in
three different areas of the preserve,
including the harlequin darter.
These areas are not subject to
any new trails or the introduction of
vehicles according to state law.
"Lakeview Park has been kind
of a beautiful secret, and because
of that, the foliage and fauna have
flourished over the last 20 years,"
Sims said.
In other business, the council
approved all agenda items, including an update to the Unified Development Code and the renewal of a
promissory note to Bank of America
for a loan to fund early retirement
in October 2004.
Krystal Maya can be reached at 5817945 or at ksmoya@eiu.edu.

FACULTY SENATE I M EETING

CAA presents concerns about
foreign language requirement
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12
MOVIE NIGHT
Hairspray & Little Giants
5:00pm @Will Rogers Movie Theater

Senate discusses
foreign language
requirement, EWP

MONDAY, OCTOBER 13
HOMECOMING CORONATION

By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter
A proposed change to Eastern's
foreign language requirement is facing scrutiny from the Council on
Academic Affairs.
CAXs foreign-language ad hoc
commirtee meets regularly with faculty and staff from around campus,
said committee member Lara Green.
"We are meeting weekly," Green
said. "We've gathered lots of information. We've welcomed comments
from anyone."
Green and other committee
members spoke to Faculty Senate at
its regular meeting Tuesday.
The proposed change would
increase the number of required
foreign-language courses from two
semesters to three.
Green said the ad hoc committee
has already met with Blair Lord, provost and vice president for academic affairs, members of the President's
Council and representatives of Study
Abroad to discuss the proposal.
Committee member Darren
H endrickson said those discussions
have focused on the proposal's effect
on students, particularly transfer students.
"We are looking at impact on students and implementation," H endrickson said. "We are sensitive to
the needs of transfer students."
Green said the committee hopes
to have a recommendation on the
proposed changes by the end of
October.
"The timeline is that, by Oct.
30, we may be able to sit down
as a group and discuss what we've
found," Green said. "H opefully, we
would be able to make a presentation to CAA on Nov. 13."
Lord also spoke to the senate
about adding a remedial portion to
the Electronic Writing Portfolio.

7:00pm @ Lantz Arena
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14
FACULTY vs. STUDENT BASKETBALL GAME
"Nothing But Nets!" I Name That Tune
7:00pm @ McAfee Gymnasium
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15
FAMILY FUN NIGHT
6:00pm-8:00pm @ Grand Ballroom

MIRANDA KING I TH E DAILY EASTERN NEWS

John Best, psychology professor, gets in a chuckle during the Faculty
Senate meeting on Tuesday afternoon in Booth Library.
"After two submissions (to EWP),
if a student's writing was deemed
'insufficiently good,' a student would
be invited to come in (for remediation)," Lord said.
The writing staff would then work
with the student to find whether the
submissions were representative of
the students' abilities, he said.
Lord dismissed claims that adding remediation to the EWP ignored
faculty opinions.
"lhis was the most participatory
process in my time at Eastern," Lord
said.
Lord also cited a faculty survey
which showed broad support for
adding remediation.
"Eighty-plus percent said 'if they
need help, let's get them help,'" Lord
said.
Lord added certain rumors about
the proposed changes, including a
student's professor would no longer evaluate the student's work, is
wrong.
"lhe instructor provides the evaluation," Lord said. "Nobody is second-guessing the faculty."
Michael H oadley, assistant vice

"We are looking at
impact on students and
implementation:'
- Darren Hendrickson, Ad hoc
committee member
president of academic affairs for
technology, also addressed the senate
about Center for Academic Technology Support.
"We're moving ahead with our
plans to update classrooms and computer labs," H oadley said.
H e also discussed the Online
Course Development Initiative, a
program developed by CATS to help
faculty use technology in classes.
"One of the outcomes is, you do
create an online class," H oadley said.
"Whether you use it or not, you go
through the process."
OCDI courses for spring semester
are already filling up, H oadley said.
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 5817942 or atjmastrouski@eiu.edu.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
YELL LIKE HELL I WHO
WANTS TO BE A MASCOT
7:00pm @ McAfee Gymnasium
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17
HOMECOMING PEP RALLY
Feat. JESSE WHITE TUMBLERS
8:00pm Lantz Arena
BLEED BLUE BLOOD DRIVE
11 :00am-4:00pm @Andrews Hall Basement
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18
ROTARY CLUB PANCAKE BREAKFAST
7:00am @ Dominos Parking Lot
2.5K RACE
9:00am @ 6th & 7th Streets
2008 HOMECOMING PARADE
Grand Marshall Dr. Bill Hill
9:30am @ 6th and 7th Streets
HOMECOMING GAME
KICK-OFF I TAIL-GREAT
11 :30am @O'Brien Stadium
2008 HOMECOMING ~""~I
vs. Southeast Missouri
1:30pm @ O'Brien
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't'
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT!
Plus hats, wigs, makeup, beads,
birthday, and bachelorette stuff!
GRAND BALL COSTUMES, 609
Sixth Street, Charleston. Mon-Fri:
Noon-6; Sat: 10-2. 345-261 7
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31

•

help wanted

Cocktail waitress needed. Must be
21. 10 minutes east of Charleston.
Phone for interview, 349-8613.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1 3
Farm help for fal l. Experience
necessary. Start now, part or full
time. 345-2999
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/1 3
!Bartending! Make up to $250/
day! No experience necessary,
training provided. 1-800-9656520. ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/1 5

't'

for rent

Room
available
in
Charleston with no deposit.
Fully furnished with all
uti I ities,
Iau ndry faci I i t y,
and transportation to EIU
and Lakeland. Only $350.
585-520-1546 or 585-52000 12
--------------- 1 0/9
Fa l l 09110. First house across
from Lantz on 2 nd St. (porch
swi ng). 10 month lease. 3

BR upstai rs with kitchen and
bath. 3 BR downstairs with
kitche n and 1 1/2 bath. WI
D. $ 100 deposit. $200 -225/
mo for 7 students. Call Rich.
345-6868
--------------- 1 0/9
Open: 3 bedroom house.
Renting now and for 2009.
$800
a
month.
Great
location. 345-9422.
--------------- 1 0/9
Open: 2 bedroom apartm ent.
Close to campus for $650 a
month. 1/2 Bath, WID, water,
gas, and trash incl uded.
Renting for summer and
fal l 2009 : 1 bedroom and 2

bedroom
9422

apartments.

345 -

for rent

gbadgerrentals.com
9595

345-

-------------- 1 0/1 7
2BRat2 152 11th St. New,
modern, close and qu ie t
www .gbadgerre nta Is. com
345 -9595
-------------- 1 0/1 7
5 BR, 3 Bath house w ith
everythi ng 1 1/2 b l ocks
t o campus and great yard
www .gbadgerre nta Is. com
345 -9595
-------------- 1 0/1 7
NOW LEASING FOR 09-

10 SCHOOL YEAR! 1, 2,
and 3 BR fully furnished
apartments avai l able at great
locations! CALL TODAY TO
SEE THEM! Unique Homes
Propert ies, 217- 345 -5 022,
www. unique- properties. net
-------------- 1 0/2 2
NEED ROOMMATES? Unique
Propert ies is looking t o fi ll
bedrooms in several of our
locations. Ful l y furnished
and reduced rates. Call 2 1 7345 -5 022,
www.un i quepropert ies. net
-------------- 1 0/2 2
RENT
APAR TMEN TS TO
FOR SPRING '09! Located
right next to campus, fu lly
furnished,
and
spacious
floor plans. Unique Homes
Propert ies,
2 1 7-345 -5 022,
www. unique- properties. net
-------------- 1 0/2 2
We Have the Unit for You!
Royal Heights 1509 S. 2 nd
3br/1.5ba Glenwood 1905
12th 1,2br Pd wate r/inti
cable Lynn-Ro 120 1 Arthur
1,2,3br w/d in all units.
St op by office at 1509 S. 2 nd
or ca l l 345 -0936 lsrozek@
aol.com
----------------- 00
YOU
CAN'T GET ANY
C LOSER !
Park
Place
Apartment is renting for Fall
2009. 1,2 and 3 bedroom
furnished apartment.
We
have the size and price to
fit yo ur needs. Stop by 715
Grant Ave, #1 0 1 or ca l l 3481479 ParkPiaceMgmt@aol .
com

-------------- 1 0/1 3
GREAT H OUSES on 1 lth

----------------- 00
EXCELLEN T
LOCATIONSONE BLOCK NORTH O F
OLD MAIN ON 6th STREET
1 & 3 bedroom apartments
avai l able
August
2009.
www.ppwrentals.com 3488249

St. 2, 4, and 5 BR's with WI
D and dishwashers www.

----------------- 00
EXCELLEN T
LOCATIONS-

--------------- 1 0/9
Availab le immediately. Nice
1 BR apartment off campus.
Good parki ng. Pet al lowed.
2 1 7-840 -642 7

$. 30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
Monthly Online classified adVertising available
@ \\rww delU\e\\rs.com

't'

for rent

't'

ONE BLOCK NORTH O F
OLD MAIN ON 6th STREET
3 & 6 bedroom houses
avai l able
August
2009.
www.ppwrenta l s.com 3488249

2 or 3 BR. SHORT WA LK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON.
3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS.
BOTH WITH APPLIANCES,
WID. TRASH. PHONE 3457244, 649 - 0651

------------------ 00
EXCEPTIONALLY
ECONOMICAL! Apt. with 1
bedroom l oft . Furni shed for
a couple or si ngle. $385 for
1 or $435 for 2. 1/2 duplex1 block N . of O'Br ien Field
for school year 2009 - 2010.
Ca l l jan 345-8350.

----------------- 00
Large 4 Bedroom House.
Li vi ng room , fami l y room,
basement, WID, dishwasher.
345 - 6967.

------------------ 00
BEAUTIFUL
STORY
2
H OUSEfurnished
for
7- 8 girls at $31 0 each.
H ardwood floors, furnishings
i nclude leather furniture . 2
1/2 baths, fu II basement
wi th washer/dryer, central
air, large ya rd. For school
yea r 2009 -20 10. 1 block N.
of O'Brien Field. Ca l l jan
345 - 8350

----------------- 00
Efficiency, close to campus,
$325/month,
i ncluding
uti l ities, A/C. Male on l y, no
smoki ng, no pet s. 345 -3232,
days.

------------------ 00

----------------- 00
Li ncol nwood
Pinetree
Apartm ents has singl e & 2
BR apt s. G reat space, large
c losets, close to campus.
Affordable rent. We al so
accept pets. Cal l 345 - 6000.

w

w

w

CH UCKTOWN RENTALS.
COM
------------------ 00
5, 6, and 7 BR houses, 1/2
b l ock from campus. 10
MONTH LEASES. www.tejrentals.com 345-5048
------------------ 00
FOR
2009 - 2010:
VERY
NICE 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
AND 8 BR HOUSES AND
TOWN HOUSES.
AL L
LOCATIONS.
EXCELLENT
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL
2 1 7-493 - 7559,
OR VISIT US A T www.
myeiu home.com .
------------------ 00
I LLINOIS
EASTERN
PROPERTIES
NOW
SHOWING
2009-2010
2,3,4,5,6,7,8
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS, DUPLEXES,
H OUSES . VIEW PROPERTIES
AT
WWW.EIPROPS .COM
OR CALL 217 -345-6210.
------------------ 00
7 Bedroom, 2 Bath House
near Rec Center. Washer/
Drye r, Dishwasher, Central
Air. Large Rooms, Nice.
345 - 6967
------------------ 00
3 Bedroom Houses: Washer/
Drye rs,
D i shwashers.
5
Bedroom House near Rec
Center:
Washer/Dryer,
Dishwasher, Central Air.
345 - 6967
------------------ 00

't'

for rent

O L D E T OWNE
APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &, 3
BEDROOMS.
CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
----------------- 00
New
Four
Bed room
Apartme nts.
Extremel y
Close to Campus. Across
from Lantz. Full y Furnished.
$4 1 5/month.
G rantview
Apartme nts. 345 -3353.

----------------- 00
Large 1 bedroom, five blocks
from Old Main. WID . $3751
month . No pet s. 273 -1 395.

----------------- 00
U ni vers ity
Village:
4
bed room houses, $450/per
person. Al l uti l ities i ncluded.
345-1400
----------------- 00
FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR.
APTS. WATER & TRASH
INCLUDED.
PLENTY OF
OFF-STREET
PARKING.
BUCHANAN ST. APTS. CALL
345-1266.

----------------- 00
FOR REN T: One, Two, and
Th ree Bedroom Apartments,
two blocks from Old Main,
st arti ng at $350/MO. 217549 - 1060, 217-549 - 6979

----------------- 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms.
Trash and parki ng i ncluded.
Great location . Call 217 345-2363.
----------------- 00
FALL
'08
QUALITY/
CONVEN IENCE. 2
& 3
bed room apartments. Was her
& Dryer included. 1 -2 blocks
from campus. (2 1 7)493-7559
www .myei u home.com

----------------- 00
Large 1 and 2 BR apts.,
extremely close to campus.
Only a couple left. Great
deal! 2 73-2048, 345 -6000

----------------- 00
1,2,3,4 bedroom Houses
and
Duple xes,
Campus
side! Only seconds away!
www.
jensenrentals.com
2 1 7.345.6100

----------------- 00
Ava i lable jan 1st. 1 BR apt.
Water and t rash i ncluded,
off street parking.
$400/
mo. Buchanan St. apt s. 3451266

----------------- 00
Close to campus: 3 bed room
house ava i l. 2008 -09. CA
w/ heat pump, WID, new
carpet. 1 0-12 mo lease.
$900/mo. 549 -5402

----------------- 00
Need 3 BRS? Large rooms!
Ava i lable jan. Wat er, trash,
& elec. i ncluded. 345-1266
----------------- 00
5 BR HOUSE FOR REN T: 2
1/2 Bath, HUGE yard! Next
toG reek Court. $3 75/person.
345 - 3353

for rent

----------------- 00
NOW REN TING FALL '08 '09: Efficiencies, 1 ,2, and
3 bedrooms. Al l uti lities,
cab le . and internet i ncluded.

't'

for rent

234-7368
----------------- 00
3 BR apt. for l ease. 1051 7th
St. No pets. 345 - 7286, www .
jwil l iamsrental s.com
----------------- 00
2 BR apt s. fo r lease. 1530
1st St. and 1 04 1 7th St.
No pets. 345 - 7286, www .
jwi II iamsrental.com
----------------- 00
Houses for '09 : 3, 4, 5, and 6
BR. Close to campus, I au ndry,
parking, no pets. 345-7286,
www.jw i l liamsrentals.com
00
2 YEAR -OLD 3 BR 2 BA
DUPLEX.
EXCE LLENT
WASHER/
LOCATION.
DRYER.
DISHWASHER.
DISPOSAL.
THREE
VAN ITIES INCLUDED . CALL
(217)493-7559 OR V ISIT
US A T WWW.MYEIUHOM E .
COM
00
3 and 4 bedroom apts.
Furn shed and Unfurn shed Awesome
Local on!
jbapa rt ments.com
217.345.6100
00
Pr ce
reduced:
Br ttany
R dge
Townhouses.
3 -4
bedrooms.
Refr gerator.
stove. water. trash . centra
a r. 234-7368
00
1 and 2 Br. apartments
on the square. A ut t es
nc uded except e ectr c ty.
$475-$500. Ca 234-7368.
00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600 $700 per month. 6 to choose
from. Ca 234-7368.
00
2 to 6 BR houses w th
everyth ng ! Great ocat ons.
very c ose to campus. www.
gbadgerrenta s.com
345 9595
00

••••••••••••••••••••

----------------- 00
•
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, •
WID, bar, off-street parki ng. •
•
Call 217-202 -4456
•
----------------- 00
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW TRY THE BEST ! ! ! !
Campus Pointe Apa rtments
offers 2 and 3 bedrooms
with individual leases AND
roo mmate match ing. O ur
rent includes CABLE, HISPEED INTERNET, PHONE,
SEWER,
AND
WATER,
TRASH.
Plus,
we
give
you $60-$75 t oward yo ur
month l y electric bil l!! ! . ..
AND THAT'S NOT ALL! We
have a 24 -ho ur c lubhouse
that offers a tanning bed,
fitness center, game room,
and comp uter lab wi t h
un l imited printi ng. CALL

345-6001

or

visi t

•
•

•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
•
••
•
:
•

www. :

apartmentseiu.com today !

•
•

----------------- 00
•
LOOKING
FOR
A •
BARGAIN?
BRITTANY •
•
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: •
3-4 bedroom, $200 pip. :
Refri gerat or, stove, wat er, •
trash, central air. 234 - 7368 :

----------------- 00

Call (217) 581-2816

To place an AO today!!!

•
•

•

:
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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PANTHER BRIEFS

Assistant women's soccer coach drafted to pro team
Eastern women's soccer assistant
coach Jenny Anderson-Hammond
was drafted in the fourth round of
the inaugural Women's Professional
Soccer league draft on Monday.
The New Jersey-New York Sky
Blue FC selected Anderson-Hammond as the 22nd overall pick first pick of the fourth round. The
four-round draft had an alternating

>> Bye week
FROM PAGE 12
Eastern's bye week, however, gave
the Panthers time to do two things:
recover from an emotionless loss to
Jacksonville State on Sept. 27 and let
injuries heal before Thursday's game
against Tennessee Martin.
"I suppose that's one of the benefits
of the bye week," Spoo said. "You get
a few days to absorb the loss and get
going, but on the other hand you'd
like to get your mind on the next
opponent too."

Playing with emotion again
Larson said it would be important
for the Panthers to put their loss to
Jacksonville State behind them - but
not completely.
"We have to learn from our mistakes, and our mistake was not coming out ready to play and not being
focused against Jacksonville State,"
Larson said.
Spoo said he was not sure how his
team would respond on Thursday
after not playing for I2 days, but he
said he hoped the extra time to prepare for Tennessee Martin would benefit his team. But in the end, Spoo
said the outcome rests on the Panthers' shoulders.
"It's always on the players ultimately because they have to get themselves
ready to go," Spoo said. "We certainly have to perform and execute with
a little more enthusiasm than we did
against Jacksonville State."
Eastern defensive coordinator Roc
Bellantoni said the Panthers' coaching
staff talked with the team about coming out to play every game with emotion and why that did not happen
against Jacksonville State. He said the
players responded well to those discussions, but the coaching staff is still
trying to keep the team focused and
make sure the Panthers practice with
a purpose.
"It still baffles me that somehow we
could not be ready to play a game, but
we weren't," Bellantoni said about the
loss to the Gamecocks. "We always

>> Bajek
FROM PAGE 12
Boylan missed the last II matches
because of tonsillitis. She went all out
throughout her first match back on
the court. On the second serve, the
libero dove for the ball with abandon
and barely dug it out with her outstretched hand. Boylan dove for a few
more balls and managed to collect a
match-high 20 digs.
"I was very excited to be back in
any way, shape or form," Boylan said.
Last season, Boylan suffered from
mononucleosis forcing her to miss the
final eight matches of the year.
"Since last year, I got payback
for being healthy for my whole life,"
Boylan said.
Boylan said it was difficult to sit
on the sidelines and watch instead of
play. At the end oflast year, Boylan
had played in 50 matches.
"It was hard especially that I
couldn't talk most of the time,"
Boylan said about having tonsillitis.

I-7, 7-I format; the Sky Blue FC
received the last pick in the first and
third rounds and the first pick in the
second and fourth rounds.
WPS consists of seven teams and
will start its first season in April
2009. The league has teams in Boston, Los Angeles, Chicago, St. Louis,
Washington, D.C., New Jersey/New
York and the Bay Area in California.

talk about matching our opponents'
intensity and emotion, and maybe it's
time to get back to focusing on making them match our intensity and
emotion by setting the tone."

Using the time off to heal
Bellantoni said the Panthers' bye
week came at a good time because
it allowed several players who were
injured to recover to play against Tennessee Martin. H e said Eastern was
beat up after playing physical games
to start the season. Despite the extra
days to heal, Eastern's offensive line
will change again following an injury
to red-shirt junior guard Mike Scheibel. Red-shirt junior guard Kevin
Mahoney, the Panthers' other injured
starter, has not appeared in a game
since suffering a concussion in the
fourth quarter against Central Michigan on Aug. 28. Red-shirt junior
center Chris Vaccaro will move one
spot to the left on the Panthers' line
and start at left guard. Vaccaro said it
wouldn't be much of an adjustment
switching positions.
'1 came in as a tackle and gradually
worked my way in to playing center."
Vaccaro said. "Going back and playing guard is another day on the job."
Red-shirt freshman Willie H enderson will start in Vaccaro's place at center.
"We take the top five guys, whether
it's two centers playing or two guards
playing," Vaccaro said. "Our next best
lineman is going to be playing with us
is Willie Henderson. He's a little firecracker."
Vaccaro said he has been working
with H enderson in practice and telling him about Tennessee Martin's tendencies on the Skyhawks' defensive
line.
"UT Martin was my first start last
year, so I remember playing against
those guys," Vaccaro said. ''lhere's little things that they do like out of their
stances ... that I'm letting him know,
and it's really going to help him get
better prepared for the game."
ScottRichey can be reached at 581 -7944
or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

With a doctor's clearance to start
playing again on Sept. 26, Boylan
slowly went back to practice.
During Boylan's absence, the Panthers limped to a I-II record. Freshman libero Brittany Wallace started in
place of Boylan and played well, getting I30 of her I 57 digs this season
in that span. Wallace said Boylan has
helped her learn how to play the position better in practice.
Eastern head coach Lori Bennett
said she was happy to have Boylan
back on the court. With Boylan's presence, she will be another upperclassman starter to lead Eastern along with
senior middle hitter Lauren Sopcic.
In addition to her rerum, the libero is going after her I,OOOth career
dig this weekend. She currently has
972 digs. Boylan's presence provides
a boost in talent and leadership for
Eastern, and her fearlessness will assist
the Panthers in their hunt for anotherwin.
Bob Bajek can be reached at 582-7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.

Expansion teams in Dallas, Atlanta
and Philadelphia are expected for the
2010 season.
Anderson-H ammond was invited
to participate in the four-day United
Soccer League W-League Combine
in Tampa, Fla., in September.
Anderson-H ammond
graduated from Clemson in 2005 and was a
four-year lerter winner for the Tigers.

she played for theW-League's Chicago Gaels.
Anderson-H ammond also worked
as a graduate assistant at Kansas
before accepting the assistant coaching position at Eastern in March.

She was a two-time captain and
helped lead Clemson to four straight
NCAA Tournament appearances.
After graduation,
AndersonH ammond played for theW-League
teams in Asheville, N.C., Boston,
and Charlorte, N.C.
She also played for Ajax America
(Los Angeles) in the Women's Premier Soccer League. This summer,

- Compiled by Assistant Sports Editor
Dan Cusack He can be reached at 5817944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.
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ACROSS
42 Cathedral city
1 Legree's creator
near Cambridge
6 Pants part
43 More men do
10 Grain containers
this than women,
studies show
14 They may crunch
45 Raises, as a
when you bite
into them
surface design
49 Treeless area
1s Mound
s1 Part of E.U. :
16 One
Abbr.
17 Providers of
excellent service? s2 Walked
18 Hungarian city
54 As expressly said
known for its
56 Macbeth or Lady
thermal baths
Macbeth
19 Frozen dessert
chain since 1981 57 Beautiful race in
an H. G. Wells
20 Printer's type:
novel
Abbr.
59 Israeli flag carrier
21 Colossus
23 Part that's cut off 60 "Same here"
and thrown away 61 Author L. Frank
24 Conn. summer
hours
62 Jamaica or
2s Singer Easton
Barbados
28 Carnival food on
63 _
shooting
64 Word often
sticks
31 Law partner?
prefixed with kilo32 Coral reef dweller 65 Snipers' place
33 _
flakes
66 Bit of s leepwear
(cereal)
35 It may be found
DOWN
in a box in the
1 It may lead to a
basement
landing
36 Subject of this
puzzle
2 Ploy
40 Subway fare?
3 El Atlantica, por
ejemplo
41 Club
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Edited by Win Shortz

No. 0903

.,....-...,...--,,.....-....,..-...,

PUZZLE BY DAVIDJ. KAHN

What each of
seven 36-Across
events at the
2008 Olympics
ended in
s Tee preceder
6 Brand name
associated with
36-Across
7 Singular
achievement by
36-Across at the
2008 Olympics
a Protected from
the wind
9 Provisions
10 One technique
used by
36-Across
11 Increased s lowly
4

12
13
21
22
26
27
29
30
34
36
37
38
39
40

Pen point
Pen
Madhouse
Comment of
surprise
Tight end?
Go for, in price
O.T. book
Chump
Something to be
tested
List of
a lternatives
Smooths over
Wide shoe spec
Chicago carriers
Pres. elected in
'48

44

Procter &
Gamble
detergent

46

The Baltimore
_ (nickname of
36-Across)

47

Like some banks

48

Performed
without help

so Didn't do takeout
53

Saturn or Venus

ss "Anything _

?"

57

Decline

58

Set (down)

60

Bygone aircraft,
briefly

For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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MEN' S AND WOMEN' S SWIMMING I COACHING SPOTLI GHT

Bos has an abundance of assistance
Eastern swim teams
have six volunteer
assista nt coaches,
one graduate student
By ARI HORING
Staff Reporter
Matt Bos, the new head coach of
the Eastern swimming teams, has the
benefit of having extra help this season, something that last year's head
coach Ray Padovan didn't have.
This year, Bos will have a graduate assistant coach in Holly Hooe, a
volunteer in senior George Deckinga
and two volunteer freshmen in Brandon Spicer and Mark Rosenblum all
helping coach the team.
Bos also has a volunteer dives
coach in Miranda Ambuske, and
two other volunteer coaches in his
wife Amanda and Padovan.
The extra help has made it easier
for Bos to concentrate on coaching.
He said he no longer has to worry as
much about doing the little things
himself like cleaning, organizing and
directing sets and timing.

"The less little stuff he has to do,
the more he can concentrate on practices and make the team better as a
whole," Deckinga said.
But out of all the little things Bos
does not have to do, timing seems to
be the most important one.
Bos' coaching style emphasizes
timing and one of the main things
the extra help does is time the swimmers.
'1t's nice having people on deck
timing so many of our swims because
it keeps us aware of how were doing
in each of our swims," senior Brent
Noble said.
Bos is an engaging and helpful
coach and the extra help allows him
to be the best coach he can be.
'1t is nice having the extra volunteers time us, because it allows (Bos)
to coach more and critique us,"
said senior Elliot McGill. "If he was
by himself, he wouldn't be able to
engage with us as much as he does."
The extra help does not only help
the team, but can also help the volunteers themselves.
Deckinga has aspirations to coach
in the future and said he believes
learning as an assistant will help him

"...This is a great
opportunity for me to
learn from a college
coach:'
- George Deckinga,
Volunteer senior
Easte rn swim coach
reach that goal.
'1 plan on coaching in the future,
and I think this is a great opportunity for me to learn from a college
coach," Deckinga said. "He points
things out to me in practice, and I
can I can use the knowledge that I
gain to help me become a coach later on in life."
McGill said he believes having the
extra help is a good sign of things to
come for Eastern's swim team.
"Having three guys volunteer
shows how much people want to be
around a program like ours that is on
the rise," McGill said.
Ari Haring can be reached at 581 -7944
or at akhoring@eiu.edu.

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Head swimming coach Matt Bos times swimmers during drills at the Ray
Padovan Pool during practice Tuesday evening. Bos is the new coach
of Eastern's swim teams following the retirement of former coach Ray
Padovan.

FOOTBALL I OHI O VALLEY CONFERENCE NOTEBOOK

Tennessee State, Jacksonville State top conference
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor
Tennessee State moved into a
tie for first place in the Ohio Valley Conference by virtue of its 30-27
overtime win against Tennessee Martin on Saturday.
The Tigers (5-1, 2-0 OVC) are
tied with Jacksonville State (4-1, 2-0
OVC) and the two teams hold a half
game lead against Tennessee Martin
and Eastern Kentucky.
Tennessee State also moved back
into the national polls and currently
sits at No. 24 in the Football Championship Subdivision Coaches' poll.
Jacksonville State is the only other
ranked team in the OVC at No. 18
in the Coaches' poll and No. 19 in
The Spotts Network Poll.
Tennessee State head coach James
Webster said in order for OVC teams
to move up into the top 10 in either

national FCS poll they would have
to start scheduling games against
the perennial top teams in the FCS.
Appalachian State, McNeese State,
James Madison and Wofford are usually some of top-ranked teams in the
FCS.
"To be the best you've got to
beat the best," Webster said. "You
can't beat them unless you're playing
them."
Jacksonville State head coach Jack
Crowe said the teams in the OVC
have to do something to justify getting a higher national ranking.
'1 think we've got to have somebody get in the playoffs one year and
beat some people or win outside the
league with somebody that's in the
top 10," Crowe said. "We've tried,
but we just haven't' produced."
But Webster said OVC teams
might have enough of a challenge
playing other conference teams now

that the league has more of a comperi tive balance.
He said the teams that have been
at the bottom of the league are now
more competitive and are winning
games.
'1 think that you can't take anybody for granted," Webster said.
"As soon as you overlook somebody,
that's when you get beat. I think the
power shift is teams have gotten a lot
better."
Tennessee State has a bye week
this week - just six league teams are
playing - and Webster said the week
off couldn't have come at a better
time because it allows his team to
recover from injuries.
Webster said senior running back
Javarris Williams and senior wide
receiver Chris Johnson are both listed as day-to-day after suffering
recent injuries.
Williams leads the OVC in rush1

ing yards (499), and Johnson leads
the league in receiving yards (470).
"I think Qohnson) is a big patt of
what defenses game plan to do to try
and stop (our team)," Webster said.
"If you don't have a Chris Johnson,
that's a big void."
Webster said he hoped Johnson
and Williams would be ready to play
on Oct. 18 against Austin Peay.

Injury bug hits Gamecocks'
running back corps
Jacksonville State started its 38-

17 win against Southeast Missouri
with its No. 2 running back on the
field as the Gamecocks' starter.
Senior running back Daniel Jackson, the Gamecocks' starting running back, did not play against the
Redhawks because of an injury.
Jackson leads the Gamecocks
with 323 rushing yards and one
touchdown on 47 carries.

Sophomore
running
back
Tremayne Coger, an Alabama transfer, got the start in Jackson's place.
He rushed for 29 yards against the
Redhawks before leaving the game
with an injury.
He has 192 rushing yards and one
touchdown on 30 carries this season.
Red-shirt freshman running back
Brandon George replaced Coger and
rushed for 114 yards and one touchdown on 11 carries.
"I don't really expect to have
Tremayne or Daniel for this ball
game," Crowe said about the Gamecocks' game against Eastern Kentucky on Saturday. "I guess something could change as the week goes
on. We're pretty much going to play
with the people that we start practice
with during the week."
Scott Richey can be reached at 5817944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.
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THE EXPERTS
SCOTT
RICHEY
Sports Editor
Last Week: 2-2
Overall: 36-6
Scott is a senior journalism major
and is in his third year covering
Eastern athletics (two for football).

DAN
CUSACK
Asst. Sports
Editor

•

Last Week: 3-1
Overall: 37-5
Dan is a sophomore journalism
major and is his second year
covering Eastern athletics.

KEVIN
MURPHY
Managing
Editor
Last Week: 3-1
Overall: 37-5
Kevin is a junior journalism major
and is in his third year covering
Eastern athletics.

Jacksonville State at
Eastern Kentucky

EIU 30
UTM27

MSU42
TTU35

JSU 35
EKU 17

The Panthers rebound from
a tough loss to Jacksonville
State two weeks ago and win
in Martin, Tenn., for the first
time since a 56-16 victory
during the 2001 season.

Tennessee Tech continues to
slide as neither Lee Sweeney
or Josh Lowery can keep from
throwing the ball away. The
Racers get the win handed to
them on a silver platter.

Ryan Perrilloux continues to
lead the Gamecocks to wins
with his arm and his legs. The
LSU transfer QB is good for
three touchdowns against the
Colonels.

EIU 21
UTM 13

TTU49
MSU41

JSU 34
EKU 29

Eastern uses its bye week to
recover from loss to
Jacksonville State. Panthers'
defense comes up big on the
road in shutting down the
highest scoring offense in the

Tennessee Tech wins an
offensive battle on the road as
Golden Eagles'QB Lee
Sweeney breaks out of his slump
and tears up the Racers' defense
through the air.

The Gamecocks remain
undefeated in the OVC as QB
Ryan Perrilloux beats the
Colonels with his arm and
his legs as he gains 400 total
yards by himself.

EIU24
UTM21

MSU 35
TTU 31

JSU42
EKU 31

The Panthers pull out a
victory on the road and upset
the Skyhawks' strong start to
the season. Eastern's defense
is key in stopping UTM QB
Cade Thompson.

Murray State gets the win as
Racers make a statement with
their program and send TIU QB
Lee Sweeney's already bumpy
season down the drain. Racers'
secondary gets two picks against
embattled Sweeney.

Gamecocks continue to roll in
their second league road win.
Ryan Perrilloux continues to
showcase his skills and might
even do enough for a
highlight on ESPN.

ovc.

Game of the Week
UT MARTIN

IKTHAIYKG
@
EASTERN
ILLINOIS
(2-3, 0-1 OVC}

OVC SCHEDULE

Tennessee Tech at
Murray State

Eastern Illinois at
Tennessee Martin

TENNESSEE
MARTIN
(4-2, 2-1 OVC}

WHEN: 6 P.M. THURSDAY
WHERE: GRAHAM STADIUMMARTIN, TENN.

~

1Iiiiirs

~@·

When: 6 p.m. Thursday
Where: Graham Martin
Stadium; Martin, Tenn.

When: 3 p.m. Saturday
Where: Stewart Stadium;
Murray, Ky.

When: 5 p.m. Saturday
Where: Roy Kidd Stadium;
Richmond, Ky.

OVC STANDINGS
School
Tennessee State
Jacksonville State
Tennessee Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay

OVC
2-0
2-0
2-1
2-1
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-2
0-3

Overall
5-1
4-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
2 -3
2-4
0-6

PANTHERS GAME NOTES
·Head Coach: Bob Spoo (129-105-1 in 21st season)
• Eastern holds an 11 -2 advantage in the all-time series history against Tennessee
Martin. The Panthers won the first nine games of the series, but the teams have split the
last four games.
·Eastern is 7-4 all-time in Thursday night games. The Panthers lost to Central Michigan
on a Thursday night to open their season.
• Rashad Haynes and Seymour Lottman lead the Panthers with two interceptions each.
SKYHAWKS GAME NOTES
·Head Coach: Jason Simpson (17-12 in third season)
·Tennessee Martin lost its first conference game 30-27 to Tennessee State in overtime,
and it was the first overtime game for the Skyhawks since 2003.
·The loss also snapped the Skyhawks' five-gam e home winning streak dating back to
last seaso n.
·Mike Hicks leads the Skyhawks in receiving with 434 yards and four touchdowns on 30
receptions. He had four catches for 59 yards and one touchdown aga inst the Tigers.

OVC PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
CO-OFFENSE

DEFENSE
·Tennessee
State So. SS
Eugene
Clifford

·Tennessee
State Sr. RB
Javarris
Williams

• Murray State
Jr. WR Derrick
Townsel

-Led all
players with
11 tackles in
the Tigers' 30-27 overtime win
against UT Martin. Also recovered
one fumble in the first quarter.

NEWCOMER

SPECIALIST
·Jacksonville
State Sr. RS/
WRMaurice
Dupree
- Had 274 allpurpose yards
including a 99yard kickoff return for a
touchdown. Also caught a 41yard touchdown pass.

• Jacksonville
State Jr. QB
Ryan
Perrilloux
- LSU
transfer
completed 16of-22 passes and threw two
touchdown passes in the
Gamecocks' 38-17 win.

OVC WEEK 6 SCOREBOARD

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ! THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Special teams coach Justin Lustig shows several Panthers' special teams players a play during Eastern's 38-3
win against Indiana State on Sept. 13. The Panthers travel to Martin, Tenn., on Thursday for their second Ohio
Valley Conference game. Eastern is 2-3 on the season and 0-1 in the OVC.

Tennessee State 30 (OT)
Tennessee Martin 27

Southeast Missouri 17
Jacksonville State 38

Murray State 32
Austin Peay 12

Eastern Kentucky 33
Tennessee Tech 12
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MEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN AT WESTERN ILLINO IS

BASEBALL
LA Dodgers at Philadelphia I
7:22p.m. Thursday on FOX

TRIPLE THREAT

Interstate teams clash
in heated competition
for 47th time
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor

LOU PINIELLA
The Chicago Cubs and Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim led the
National League and American
League, respectively, in wins this
year. But when it came time for
the playoffs, both teams got sent
packing after the first round - although the Cub's sweep was much
more embarrassing and "Sweet
Lou" (above) was probably less than
sweet after the sweep.
Here are three other teams that
controlled the regular season but
faltered in first round of the playoffs.
1. 20051ndianapolis Colts- The
Colts entered the postseason 14-2 after winning the first 13 games to start
the season and looked to be the clear
favorites to win it all. But the Pittsburgh Steelers had other plans. After
a bye in the first round, the Steelers
came to Indianapolis and stunned the
Colts allowing Jerome Bettis to finally
win a title in his final season.
2. 1994 Seattle Supersonics- The
Sonics came into the Western Conference playoffs with the NBA's best record at 63-19 and with Shawn Kemp
and Gary Payton, the Sonics were
clear favorites. But Dikembe Mutumbo and the Denver Nuggets beat the
Sonics in five games.
3. 2007 Dallas Mavericks- Mark Cuban's boys had to think 2007 was
their year. They finished the season
67-15, but Dirk Nowitzki and co. ran
into the buzzsaw that was the Golden
State Warriors, who bounced Dallas in
four games.
-Dan Cusack

The match against Western lllinois each season is a lirtle different
from the rest of the Eastern men's
soccer team's non-conference matches.
"It seems like everyone has a litde more bite in their tackle," Eastern
junior defender Chris Pearson said.
"It seems like the ball gets moved a
lot quicker. It's the closest thing it
comes to conference games. There is
a lot more on the line."
In rivalry matches, it is often said
teams can throw records out the windows.
The match each year between
the Leathernecks and Panthers is no
exception.
Eastern and Western Illinois will
take their grudge rivalry back to the
field today when the Panthers travel to Macomb for the 4:30 p.m.
match.
Last season, the Leathernecks
entered the game against the Panthers on a four-match losing streak.
The Panthers were riding high
with a 6-1-1 record, but the Leathernecks came to Charleston and handed it to the Panthers 3-0.
The game was a rain-soaked batde that saw a combined seven yellow cards, a combined 35 fouls and
a sense of hatred that still carried on
after the game.
"I hate Western," said former
Eastern captain Mick Galeski after
the Panthers' loss last season. "lhey
hate us and we hate them."
Pearson said the loss last season is
still fresh on his mind.

AMIR PREUBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior defender Eddie Barnes takes the ball against Central Arkansas
Sept. 20 at Lakeside Field. The Panthers were held scoreless against Ohio
State Sunday at Columbus, Ohio.

"We didn't perform that day,"
Pearson said. "We aren't really talking about it that much, but I know
it's on a lot of peoples minds and it
will be there in the beginning of the
game. We want to put one over on
them now."

Eastern head coach Adam Howarth said he wants his team to
remember last season's loss.
'1t was a frustrating game because
we were on a good run," Howarth
said. "We kind of gave them the
game I felt. I thought we definitely

outplayed them, but that's the nature
of the beast sometimes. They're on a
good run right now even though
they lost on Friday. Hopefully we
can go in there and sneak one."
Western comes into today's match
with a 7-3-1 record, after losing to
Evansville 1-0 on Friday in Macomb.
The teams have played 46 times with
Western holding a 31-11-4 advantage.
Howarth said the number of
times schools play each other further
fuels the rivalry.
"We are very similar in the way
we play," Howarth said. "It's always
really fun. I have a good relationship with (Western lllinois head
coach Eric Johnson). I enjoy playing
against his teams. It's always competitive, but we both appreciate what
the other team does."
Pearson said another reason the
rivalry is so fierce is because many
of the players know each other from
playing in high school, club soccer
and during the summer.
"I know I have personally played
with a lot of the guys this summer,"
Pearson said. "The banter is going
back and forth - guys are talking
trash to each other."
Eastern comes into the match
having lost two straight matches
with a 1-0 loss to Indiana-Purdue
Indianapolis on Oct. 1 and a 3-0 loss
to Ohio State on Sunday.
Despite both teams coming off
loses, it will not change the intensiry of the match.
"It's as close to a conference game
as your going to get," Howarth said.
"That's what is going to make it
exciting. The guys will definitely be
pumped up for it. In-state rivalry, it
should be a good game."
Dan Cusack can be reached at 5817944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

FOOTBALL I TEAM SPOTLI GHT

Bye week gave Panthers time to recover
Twelve days separate
loss to Jacksonville
State, Thursday's game
against UT Martin

BOB BAJEK

Return
of a key
player

By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor

During the introductions of
the Southeast Missouri match
Thursday night, the Eastern volleyball team lined up for the Panthers' starters to be named.
One by one, their names were
announced to the Lantz Arena
crowd.
Then No. 6 was introduced as a
starter, something that hasn't happened since Sept. 2 against Indiana State. No. 6 is junior libero
Shaina Boylan.

>> SEE BAJEK, PAGE 9

Eastern football head coach Bob
Spoo gave his team two days off of
practice this weekend during the
Panthers' lone bye week this season.
But it was something Spoo said
he did not like to do because he does
not like the way a bye week interrupts a team's rhythm during the
middle of the season. He also did
not like what he saw during the Panthers' practice on Sunday afternoon.
"I thought our practice (Sunday)
after a couple days off wasn't quite as
effervescent as I was hoping it would
be," Spoo said. "I've always been
uncomfortable with these byes."
Red-shirt senior linebacker James
Larson said the Panthers had a good
practice defensively Sunday and the
team was fresher given the time off

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior linebacker Jack Kosinski runs in to tackle Indiana State freshman quarterback Calvin Schmidtke during
the game on Sept. 13 at O'Brien Stadium.

and time to heal.
Red-shirt junior defensive tackle
Jeff Sobol said the Panthers' defense
started Sunday's practice well, but by
the end was not finishing plays the

way they were supposed to.
'1 guess any time you have a practice after a bye week, you'll have a
practice where guys aren't as focused
as they should be probably," Sobol

said. "You have a long time off and
try to come back and hit it again,
you'll be a lirtle off."

»

SEE BYE WEEK, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
FOOTBALL
Thursday at UT Martin
6 p.m. - Martin, Tenn.

I

SWIMMING
Friday at IUPUI I
3:30p.m. - Indianapolis

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Friday vs. Eastern Kentucky
4 p.m. - Lakeside Field

I

VOLLEYBALL
Friday vs. Austin Peay
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

VOLLEYBALL
Saturday vs. Tennessee State
2 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

